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Reading and Writing Number Names to 99 

1. There are relatively few new spelling words to learn 

• Point out to students the words they should already know.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Show students that there are only eight news words that are needed to be able to spell all the 

numbers to 99.  

• Complete the worksheet or use your own example numbers for students to write names. 

• Have students correct their answers using the Easy Place Value Gadget. 

• Enter the number 58 > OK 

• Open the NAME box and have students check their spelling.  

Reading and Writing Number Names  

This requires focusing on writing the number as it is spoken: e.g., “fifty-eight”. 

We recommend that two-digit number names include a hyphen between the tens and ones.  

zero five ten fifteen 

one six eleven sixteen 

two  seven twelve seventeen 

three eight thirteen eighteen 

four nine fourteen nineteen 

twenty - note the “tw” as in two sixty - six tens, sixty 

thirty - note the “thir” as in thirteen seventy - seven tens, seventy 

forty - ‘naughty forty lost its “u”’ eighty - eight tens, eighty note the “t” is shared not doubled 

fifty - note the “fif” as in fifteen 
ninety - nine tens, ninety note the “e” is written, which is different to 

ninth. 
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 Write these number names in words (spell them) 

 

   1)    53 = _____________________________________  

   2)    18 = _____________________________________  

   3)    81 = _____________________________________  

   4)    96 = _____________________________________  

   5)       2 = _____________________________________  

   6)    75 = _____________________________________  

   7)    34 = _____________________________________  
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 Write these number names in words (spell them) 

 

   1)    62 = _____________________________________  

   2)    19 = _____________________________________  

   3)    42 = _____________________________________  

   4)    76 = _____________________________________  

   5)       5 = _____________________________________  

   6)    94 = _____________________________________  

   7)    29 = _____________________________________  
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